
        CA NIPUN DAGA 

(Key Note Speaker|Author|Life 
Coach|Experiential Corporate Trainer   
 
Born & Brought up in Mumbai, he is a graduate from Narsee 
Monjee College of Commerce & Economics (No.1 commerce 
college of Mumbai) 

 

In his entrepreneurial role he has the following accomplishments to his name: 
 

 He is the driving force behind his latest venture named “EVOLVE” which caters to the 
training and development industry. EVOLVE is involved into delivering Experiential 
Corporate & Youth Training programs, Life Coaching and Counselling services for 
businesses, students and individuals.  

 

On the professional front he is involved in the following work: 
 

 Regular Faculty Member for the Institute of Chartered Accounts of India (ICAI) & 
Institute of Cost Accountants of India (CMA) wherein he has been the only faculty 
member to consistently receive an “Excellent” feedback from the students 

 He is an Internationally Certified Life Coach 
 He has Authored the book Subodhi Ki Orr 
 Professor at reputed CA and CMA coaching classes all across Jaipur 
 Motivational Key Note Speaker for various institutes/organisations 
 He is also a Soft Skills Expert and undertakes his self-designed Signature Course of 

Spoken English & Personality Development and Public Speaking Course through his 
company EVOLVE. 

 He runs a CRT (Campus Recruitment Training program) to get professionals Job 
ready 

 He is Leadership Coach creating inside-out transformation with his customized 
workshops for the Corporates 

 He is DMIT Expert (Fingerprint Analysis Expert) 
 He runs a spiritual NGO with the name of UTURN who have conducted more than 

200+ online sessions and physical camps at various cities connecting science & 
spirituality specifically for youngsters 

 He has recently Co-Produced a Spiritual Movie with the name of “Prabhu Mahaveer 
ki Divyavaani” 

 He is an Educational Consultant for Schools for designing their curriculum  
 He has impacted more than 1,00,000+ lives till now. 

 

Finally, this in his own words this one line sums up his entire life 
“I am a CA by qualification, Entrepreneur by profession, Life Coach by hobby and a 
Speaker by Passion” 

 



CA NIPUN DAGA SUMMARIZED PROFILE 
 

Born & Brought up in Mumbai, he is a graduate from Narsee Monjee College of Commerce 
& Economics (No.1 commerce college of Mumbai) 

 
He is the founder of Evolve, a Jaipur-based company. 
 
He is a CA by qualification, Entrepreneur by profession, Life Coach by hobby and a Speaker 
by Passion.  
 
He is an Author of the book Subodhi. He is also a Soft Skills Expert, DMIT Fingerprint 
Analysis Expert & Co-Producer of the Movie Prabhu Mahaveer ki Divyavaani. He is a 
teacher, faculty member of CA/CMA institutes & campus placements trainer. He has also 
founded a spiritual organization named U-Turn. 
 

For more than a decade now, he has made a name as a highly passionate keynote speaker 
and experiential corporate trainer who inspires people to break limiting beliefs, embrace 
spirituality, and change their attitudes for growing 50x in their life.  
 
Through his charismatic personality, youthful energy, spiritual disposition, and persuasive 
oratory, he has impacted thousands of lives who have attended his national and 
international seminars. 


